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Abstract: Prior to the First World War much of Canada’s toy supply came from Germany. When the guns of August sounded in 1914, Canadian consumers found themselves in the midst of a shortage of mass produced toys, dubbed the ‘toy famine’ in the popular press. Two incompatible solutions ultimately arose to deal with this problem of consumer demand and industrial supply. Middle class women, drawing on their work over the preceding decades distributing and producing toys for philanthropic means and the discourse of the conditioned child, turned to craft production using the labour of returned soldiers to refurbish second hand playthings and produce new ones as artisans. Canadian manufacturers, with the support of the state, pursued a policy designed to industrialize toy production in Canada for competition at home and abroad. In some cases, one group openly resisted the efforts of the other. Ultimately, these two visions made possible a debate about modernity and the role of industrial technology in Canadian family life and consumer culture.
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No consuming subjects elicit more passionate responses than children. Debates about commodities that are designed for, and marketed to, kids are often fraught with anxieties about class, race, gender and technological and economic change. One particular conflict over the production and consumption of children’s toys during the First World War sparked a debate between a nascent Canadian toy business and women philanthropists about the social meaning and place of industrially produced toys. The infant toy industry sought to promote the superiority and ‘modernity’ of toys produced using industrial technologies. In contrast, philanthropists touted the advantages of craft produced toys as a means to fuse the modernist objectives of philanthropy and social reform with the class and ethnically rooted antimodernism of the folk. These concerns had their roots in the closing decades of the nineteenth century. They were ultimately brought to a head by the so-called “toy famine” of the First World War. The beginning of the Great War in 1914 meant the end of toy imports from Canada’s principle supplier, Germany. This galvanized existing tensions leading to an explicit debate about the meaning and place of industrial technology in the material and consumer lives of Canadian children and families.

Historians writing on the history of toys and children’s consumption have done a superior job in documenting the relationship of middle class families to the toy commodity from the mid-nineteenth to the beginning of the twentieth century. Bryan Ganaway’s work in particular on German toy consumption analyzes the conflict over mass produced and craft produced toys in light of attempts by middle class German’s to navigate the place and meaning of technology and modernity in their everyday lives. Like the debate in Germany, the First World War toy famine in Canada helped demarcate the boundaries of the middle class and their relationship to technology. Additionally, the toy famine repositioned middle class constructions and representations of those outside this small social cross-section including racialized and working class children in a way that reinforce claims about the desirability or undesirability of manufactured or craft produced toys. Indeed, the debate about industrially produced toys drew primarily on popular

understandings of children on the margins of the emergent consumer society, rather than children at its centre. This somewhat unexpected convergence remade the meaning of toy consumption for those at the centre and on the margins of Canadian consumer culture.

But what is a marginal child consumer? A 1908 speech by the child saver and social reformer Consuelo Vanderbilt, then also possessing the title of the Duchess of Marlborough, highlights the primary characteristics of marginal children and their connection to consumer culture:

> The children of the rich are now perhaps overdone with toys - overdone with games. But the children of the poor have yet to enter into their heritage of play. This is our work - to create an attractive alternative for the life of the streets...[street] children...do not know how to play. They will not become interested in any game that they cannot gamble in.³

Vanderbilt’s statement succinctly and directly highlights the class contours of toy consumption and play in many European and North American countries, including Canada. The marginal child consumer was defined by the absence of the material surroundings of middle class childhood and a tendency to engage in precocious and inappropriate behavior because of poor socialization.

The period from 1860 to 1900 saw a significant expansion in the number of mass-produced toys available to middle and upper class children in Canada and elsewhere.⁴ Though many historians of consumer culture generally have noted the expansion of consumer society among lower-middle and working class groups beginning in the middle of the nineteenth century, the children’s market among these groups developed much more slowly prior to 1920.⁵ Canadian historian Neil Sutherland makes it clear that most gifts were “practical” and playthings played a small role in the Christmas giving of many families before the Second
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World War. Indeed as an analysis of the available data on the toy industry suggests, by the outbreak of the First World War, Canadians were spending only $0.37 per child a year on toys, or roughly the cost of one inexpensive doll.

For most Canadians outside the middle class toys were still relatively uncommon purchases. This does not mean, however, that the history of child consumers marginal to Victorian Canada’s expanding consumer society, by virtue of their class or race, can be defined one-dimensionally by their lack of goods and shunted once more to the margins of the history of children’s consumption. This is particularly important as those on the fringes of consumer culture still constituted a majority of the Canadian population. Despite their place on the edge of the world of commodities, the representations of marginal child consumers as an economic problem to be ‘solved’ by members of the middle and upper class profoundly shaped the attitudes and experiences of both marginal and middle class child consumers.

By using the term marginal child consumers, my intention is not to collapse the difference between race and class, but rather to describe the unified logic at work in the problematization of working class and racially othered child consumers. In her essay “The State, the Family and Marginal Children in Latin America,” Donna J. Guy undertakes a similar effort around social welfare legislation showing how those on the margins of Latin American society, by virtue of their class, race or institutionalization can illuminate broader understandings of childhood.

This paper simply extends such a formulation to the economic and material realm and should be understood as a means of describing the relative position of racially othered or working class child consumer to
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7. This calculation is based on available information on inflation and the consumer price index provided by the Bank of Canada and Statistics Canada, as well as information on the Canadian population under age 15 provided by Statistics Canada. The total sales in the Canadian market was placed at around $1 million at the outbreak of the war by newspaper articles and information supplied by the Department of Trade and Commerce. Adjusted to 2012 dollars Canadians were spending the equivalent of approximately $18,000,000 on toys or roughly $8.10 per child. While the data used in the calculations is subject to some issues around accuracy, the result is nevertheless quite suggestive.
the ‘centre’ of capitalist consumer culture. To wit, the access of marginal children in Canada to toys was a matter over which many in the middle and upper class expended energy and funds in an effort to develop philanthropic and colonial projects through which toys would flow.

This fits with Mariana Valverde’s assertion that the social emerged as a realm in which a myriad of ills - crime, poverty, sexual deviancy and so forth - came to exist as problems that could be dealt with and solved. Philanthropy, according to Valverde, was a response rooted not in the “indiscriminate alms giving” of charity, but in a modernizing effort to “[retrain] the poor in habits of thrift, punctuality and hygiene” through the use of various technologies of liberal governmentality. These efforts clearly impinged upon questions of consumption and consumer desire. It was not the toyshop window or the Eaton’s catalogue, as much as the orphanage, the residential school, the missionary or the toy drive through which the consumer desire of marginal children was cultivated and then satisfied.

Dealing with the issue of marginal children’s consumer desire above all required Victorian Canadians to construct what sociologist Daniel Thomas Cook has called a commercial persona. As Cook makes clear, such discursive constructs have a history and do not necessarily reflect the behavior of child consumers, or those consuming on their behalf. Instead, they provide a way of understanding children as a particular kind of consumer that encodes and helps resolve certain tensions between the market and other social fields. Cook’s study of the children’s clothing industry is focused on the role of business in generating these discourses. However, other segments of society were instrumental in developing and modifying these constructs at various points. Cook envisions two distinct persona – the agenteive and innocent child consumers. These personae

10. Mariana Valverde, The Age of Light, Soap and Water: Moral Reform in English Canada, 1885-1925 (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2008), 19
11. Though this terminology has been made famous by the application of Foucault’s theory of sexuality in the post-colonial work of Ann Laura Stoler, others working in the field of anthropology on consumption have pointed to desire as an important organizing principle for production and consumption. Fischer and Benson in particular have shown in the case of broccoli, that desire motivates both producers and consumers, albeit in markedly different ways. Here my meaning, though appropriated for an economic realm is to emphasize both the role of desire as an organizing principle for understandings of children’s relationship to the toy commodity, as well as to invoke the disciplinary aspects centred around cultivating and educating this desire. See Ann Laura Stoler, Race and the Education of Desire: Foucault’s History of Sexuality and the Colonial Order of Things (Durham: Duke University Press, 1995) and Edward F. Fischer and Peter Benson, Broccoli and Desire: Global Connections and Maya Struggles in postwar Guatemala (Palo alto: Stanford University Press, 2006).
represent children as active desiring consumer agents with rights or as corrupted and incapable consumers duped by corporate capitalism, respectively. However, these are only two among many options.  

Patrick Ryan’s work on the discourses of modern childhood, point to at least two other major discursive formations, the developing child envisioned by psychological science and the conditioned child of liberal theory and social reform. This later discourse is central to our present study and underpins the commercial persona of the marginal child consumer. According to Ryan, the conditioned child envisions children as the products of socialization by their surrounding and environment and points at the child saving and social reform movements of the nineteenth century as a group, which actively deployed this understanding. Furthermore, Ryan argues that this discourse was connected to that of the authentic child. The goal of conditioning children, ironically, was to create the conditions by which their authentic child-self might emerge. Innocence and authenticity were considered the end products of proper conditioning. In the context of the consumption, the discourse of the conditioned child was easily mobilized to produce the commercial persona of the marginal child consumer. This persona posited children’s unsatisfied consumer desire as a cause of social disorder and moral peril. The provisioning of proper toys was considered one way to help the child integrate into Canadian social and economic life. Due to the particular status of marginal child consumers, toys distributed to and consumed by this group became embedded in complex processes of social reform, colonialism and technological change. Toys were recast as tools in the refashioning of working class and non-white children’s lives. This development was the product of the marginal child consumer’s ability to galvanize racist and classist assumption into action in attempts to resolve tensions between modernity and antimodernism; a tension that technological change often brought into stark relief. As such, marginal child consumers had the status of being antimodern in the eyes of modernizers. As Gail Biederman has pointed out in Manliness and Civilization white Americans expressed repulsion and fascination with the characteristics of non-white and working class subjects. Fears that white middle class civilization was in decline and under threat in

13. Ibid., 12.
15. Ibid., 15-17
16. Ibid., 19-22.
numerous settler societies, including Canada, led to attempts to cultivate a controlled savagery among children in particular. Camping, Boy Scouts, warfare and other activities generally undertaken by children and youth were thought to be a remedy to these circumstances. Consequently, the very modernizing projects of social reform, industrial expansion and technological innovation were driven by the construction of certain subjects as marginal to but not outside Canadian economic and social life. The promise of technology, whether in the form of new appliances, cheaper goods, or in our case, ‘better’ toys, offered a convenient way to advance the cause of modernization and a point around which to indulge antimodern fascination with racial and class others.

Though a more frequent theme in environmental history, scholars like Ian McKay and Stephen Dutcher have demonstrated, the cultural and economic relevance of antimodernism as well as its assumptions regarding class and race. Indeed, the tendency for economic antimodernism to privilege craft production over industrial production constituted the major source of contention during the period. While working class and racialized consumers encountered toys and their status as marginal consumers in somewhat different contexts, they were in a very fundamental sense, regarded in much the same way by those intent on reforming them.

**Working Class Children and Philanthropy**

For children of the working class, toys were extended through a number of institutions and reform projects aimed at reforming their material and moral lives. The movement to save children formed part of more general efforts at “social reform” undertaken during the late nineteenth and early twentieth century. Xiaobei Chen has noted that these efforts included a specific focus on saving poor, delinquent and marginalized children in order to transform them into ideal obedient and industrious adults, in part through what she calls a “gardening governmentality.”


the focus of these disciplinary projects was overcoming the presumed, and sometimes all too real, violence and neglect children experienced through modifications in the child’s environment in order to recondition them.\textsuperscript{21} For instance, prototypical child saver J.J. Kelso emphasized the role of middle class adults in supervising the play of working class children in order to “break up bad habits by keeping the children so busy with interesting things to do…” including “wholesome reading, recreation and amusement…[leaving] no idle time, or inclination for brooding over foul thoughts.”\textsuperscript{22}

It is worth noting that according to André Trumel, there were substantial differences in the way that English and French Canadians organized these efforts, particularly among the working class.\textsuperscript{23} However, the evidence regarding the distribution of toys suggests that these different institutional contexts sometimes had little or no impact on specific philanthropic efforts. Furthermore, there is little evidence that the tensions in French-English relations during the period translated into different responses to the toy box, even during the conflagrations of the First World War conscription crisis.

The efforts of child savers across Canada were ultimately reinforced along a number of trajectories. Fictional stories like “Lotte’s Christmas” or “What a Dollar Did” provided narratives that stressed the worldly wisdom, virtuous conduct and the rarely satisfied burning desire for toys among working class girls in particular.\textsuperscript{24} Similarly, the occasional reports in Canadian newspapers about child shoplifters and their tendency to take toys as part of their haul reinforced middle class assumptions of an absence of playthings and its connection to delinquency.\textsuperscript{25} Stories like these helped to bestow a certain realism onto the commercial persona of the marginal child consumer that primarily emphasized the danger to their character and moral standing posed by leaving their abundant consumer desire unsatisfied and uneducated. The marginal child consumer was thus in need of greater training and conditioning in the estimation of the middle and upper class members of Canada’s growing consumer society.

\textsuperscript{21} Ibid., 1.
\textsuperscript{22} J.J. Kelso, “Bringing Up Children” and J.J. Kelso, “Helps to Purity in Life” in [Child Welfare Pamphlets and Leaflets], LAC, Amicus # 18684154.
\textsuperscript{24} “Lotte’s Christmas,” Church work [4, 10 (Dec 1879)], 157-159; “What a Dollar Did,” Pleasant hours [1, 10 (24 Dec 1881)], 74; Pleasant hours [7, 26 (24 Dec 1887)], 202-203.
Unsurprisingly, newspaper columnists were sounding the alarm throughout the Dominion over the shortage of toys among working class children. According to the *Toronto Daily Mail* young Canadians would learn soon enough “how some children receive costly presents while others just as good are passed by with dolls and toys not half so nice.”

As Quebecoise feminist and journalist Robertine Barry, known by her pen name Françoise, stated in her weekly column in *La Patrie* “How many children will receive no visit nor toys from Santa Claus or Baby Jesus. If you saw everyday what I see, the numerous children, noses pressed to the glass, examining avidly these marvels cruelly assembled before them, you would not smile [at the toy displays].”

In many instances, these concerns generated organized philanthropic activities. An 1894 report from the *Globe* encouraged readers to donate toys to the “homeless and hopeless...[children] of disease dirt and hunger” that had need of the services of the Children’s Shelter. The Montreal Day Nursery, a day-care for working class mothers, faced a “serious problem” in 1913. They required more dolls and toys for the 107 children they cared for and asked middle and upper class Montrealers for donations. That Christmas, a further appeal was sent out for toys for 250 children, to be presented as gifts at an afternoon tea for the children and mothers of the nursery. The Catholic Church Extension Society of Canada listed the distribution of toys to the poor as part of their work. In 1912, the *Toronto Star* printed a quarter page appeal for donations to the Santa Claus Fund. Its main mission was purportedly “to meet the Christmas expectations of more than 5000 friendless children of poverty.” Toys were emphasized as part of their efforts: “Food and clothing do not minister to the natural childish desire to play. Indeed, when the body has been nourished and clothed, there arises within it more strongly than ever the craving for amusement. It is just this need which the Santa Claus Fund seeks to meet.” Advice columnist Elinor Murray even solicited donations on behalf of the children in Toronto hospitals through her weekly column.

27. Françoise, *La Patrie*, 19 Dec 1892, 100-101. All quotations from French language sources have been translated by the author in order to enhance the articles readability.
33. Ibid.
extended to rural Canadians for whom urban commentators assumed “there were no toy stores,” and as such, no access to toys. This prompted philanthropic distribution efforts in Northern Ontario and the West through church organizations and annual toy drives like that undertaken by the Sunshine Society.  

Thus, the child saving and the social reform movements of the late nineteenth and early twentieth century, in their effort to fashion children that resembled their own middle and upper class offspring, extended manufactured toys among the working class through philanthropic and charitable means. Unlike anxieties about their own middle class children’s overconsumption of toys, these individuals lamented the lack of toys among children in working class families and as such provided manufactured playthings in a comparatively uncritical fashion. While in all likelihood, many of the donated toys were second-hand playthings, it was still an important conduit through which a supply of toys could flow to marginal children in the late-nineteenth and early twentieth century. It ultimately legitimized their desire for toys, even in the face of hard to surmount economic barriers. In the underlying concerns about the long term implications of unsatiated consumer desire, it also clearly drew on the discourse of the conditioned child to make its case for providing marginal children with greater access to playthings. Consequently, it was central to elaborating the discourse of the conditioned child and its deployment as the commercial persona of the marginal child consumer in order to understand working class-children’s relationship to consumer culture and toys.

Toys, Colonialism and the Politics of Race

Though the consumption of the working-class offered something of a foil to the dominant understanding of middle class children’s toy consumption, the related case of the racially marginalized offered an altogether more complex phenomenon. On the one hand, race entered into the world of children’s playthings in the depictions of racial others in toy form that drew upon and reinforced negative stereotypes about certain ethnic and racial groups.  

Toys like the “Sunbeam Coon Special Doll” or “Negro Doll” advertised in the 1907-1908 and 1909-1910 Eaton’s Fall


Winter Catalogues, respectively, caricatured subject of African descent in racist and stereotypical ways intended to amuse white consumer. Similarly, the Jon Chinaman Doll and and Japanese Lady doll demonstrate a similar tendency to caricature non-white subjects. Though less sensational, dolls of other ethnic groups essentialized the characteristics of those from different nationalities. As La Revéil put it in 1900, “nations are defined by their toys.” Toys depicting non-white subjects certainly facilitated what Lorraine O’Donnell calls “virtual voyages.” However, these voyages all to easily slipped into imperial and colonial fantasies of domination as consumers could experience empire second hand through their commodities.

On the other hand, racially marginalized children in Canada and elsewhere were considered in need of “civilizing,” by white middle and upper class Canadians. Under these circumstances manufactured toys were considered universally valuable when compared with the playthings of indigenous cultures. At the root of these efforts was the binary logic, common among euro-Americans at the time, of the west as modern, developed, universal and superior while other parts of the world were portrayed as premodern, underdeveloped, particularistic, and ultimately, inferior. Ironically, accounts about the utility of toys for children rested upon assumptions about the universality of childhood and their general desire for toys. The fusion of accounts of western superiority and dominance, with those of universal childhood had profound implication for the discourse regarding the relationship of manufactured toys to non-white children.

The first major implication was that toys were often promoted as a transhistorical childhood object with the modern manufactured manifestation representing its highest form. Though manufactured toys were a relatively recent phenomenon, marketing efforts attempted to make them appear timeless and universal by connecting them with historical playthings around the world. Trade publications made these claims in the scripts they provided to would-be salespeople in order to encourage customers to buy manufactured toys. “The Origin of New Toys” boldly declared that “all “new” toys are, roughly speaking, the

adaptation of some old invention to modern ideas. The article traced modern mechanical toys, like the two boxers or clowns controlled by twine to a twelfth century design by a German Abesse. Doll houses, spinning tops, horses and carts were traced to the 14th century with other articles claiming a provenance in the later medieval period. Similarly, Montreal Life contended that modern toys were connected to the playthings of ancient Egypt, imperial Rome, and the indigenous cultures of the South Pacific.

The discourse of universalism outlined above underpinned white middle-class responses to non-white children and their playthings. Since the arrival of European settlers, missionaries and state officials on the shores of the new world, colonization strategies attempted to influence and change the behavior of children in the hopes of thereby speeding up the assimilation of indigenous adults into colonial society. In many cases, the very same magazines that provided advice on the place of toys in child development and parenting would often feature articles on manufactured toys demonstrating their cultural universality and ability to “uplift” racially marginalized children and their families. Articles dealing with children and missionary activities throughout the colonized world stressed the superiority and attractiveness of mass-produced toys along with the innate desire for them among children regardless of race or ethnicity. In many instances, Canadian children were encouraged to

42. Ibid.
43. Ibid.
send toys to missionaries as part of their Sunday school education to attract families that could then be proselytized too. These articles clearly demonstrate the emphasis placed on children’s toys as a way to entice children and families into a dialogue with colonial agents. This presumed effect rested on assumptions about the universality of childhood and the superiority of western manufactured toys.

However, it is important when considering these developments not to characterize non-white subjects as passive victims or dupes. Indeed, reactions to toys probably ran the spectrum from genuine enjoyment and fascination to active resistance resulting from an implicit or explicit recognition of the cultural politics of white superiority.

Cultures beyond the borders of the Canadian state were not the only “others” that held a fascination for white Canadians. Throughout the nineteenth century, interest in indigenous cultures and children around the world included Canadian indigenous groups. In Canada, as elsewhere, the belief in the “disappearing Indian” sparked a renewed interest in documenting and investigation these cultures. In the written accounts of aboriginal child rearing practices produced by official and unofficial colonial agents, toys were presented in a similar fashion to those in articles on other colonized peoples. Writings like those of S.L. Frey and Irving C. Rosse portrayed children’s desire for and use of toys as universal even though non-western toys were portrayed as inferior in composition. Though aboriginal children were thought to enjoy playthings and had many of them, the presumption persisted that they required manufactured playthings to replace their “dolls that are rags.”

Drawing on this prevailing discourse, bureaucrats in the Department of Indian Affairs and their missionary allies in residential schools promoted
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49. S.L. Frey. The Mohawks: An Inquiry into their Origin, Migrations and Influence upon the White Settlers (Utica Herald Job Dept., 1898), 17; Irving C. Rosse. The First Landing on Wrangel Island with Some Remarks on the Northern Inhabitants (New York: s.n., 1883), 194-195
modern manufactured toys amongst indigenous Canadian children. As part of the colonization strategy of the Canadian government, aboriginal children were encouraged to attend the infamous residential schools—where physical, emotional and sexual abuse were real dangers—in order to receive an assimilationist education in the trades or home management. Each of these schools was required to submit reports at the end of the year that were subsequently compiled and published in the Department of Indian Affairs’ annual report. The 1887 statement of expenses for the High River Industrial School indicates a payment of $25.01 for the purchase of toys. \(^{51}\) Alfred Hall, the Principal of the Indian Girls’ Home in Alert Bay, B.C. reported on the quality of amusements, which included dolls, a doll house, block letters balls and skipping ropes. \(^{52}\) Similar reports exist from many schools across Canada throughout the 1890s and first decade of the 1900s. \(^{53}\) These “thoroughly and distinctly white toys,” as one Principal put it, were considered significant to assimilationist efforts. Like soap and other commodities fetishized in response to crises of imperial valuation, the connections of toys to non-white subjects highlighted the undervaluation of aboriginal culture and the overvaluation of commodities as the foundation of middle class domesticity. \(^{54}\) The attraction of aboriginal children to these amusements served as evidence for colonial officials of the superiority of manufactured toys while simultaneously reinforcing the universal utility and appeal of toys to children. \(^{55}\) The universal value ascribed to manufactured toys became central to their value and prestige in civilizing efforts. In the case of non-white children characterized as marginal child consumers it is clear that the discourse of the conditioned child was applied in a similar fashion to those in the working class as colonial agents attempted to remake their material lives. However, the institutional and cultural context of the circulation of toys situated it within established imperial and colonial hierarchies.

\(^{51}\) Dominion of Canada, Department of Indian Affairs, *Annual Report* 1887, 191.
\(^{52}\) Dominion of Canada, Department of Indian Affairs, *Annual Report* 1896, 429.
\(^{54}\) On the connection of commodity fetishism and imperial/colonial systems of domination see Anne McClintock, *Imperial Leather: Race, Gender and Sexuality in the Colonial Contest* (London: Routledge, 1995), 208.
\(^{55}\) Dominion of Canada, Department of Indian Affairs, *Annual Report* 1888, 146.
German Toys and the First World War Toy Famine

The issue of German toy production and the First World War toy famine demonstrate how discourses of race, class and childhood fused with those around technology and modernity. German toys dominated world markets, and in particular, those of small countries with limited indigenous production of their own, like Canada. The preeminent place of imported toys in the material life of Canadian children was similarly indicative of the weakness in Canadian manufacturing. Attempts to establish large scale manufacturing firms in Victorian Canada often failed, like the Ontario Toy Company of London Ontario. Founded in 1882, the company was bankrupt by 1883.56 Before the First World War, the Canadian Manufacturers’ Association lists only four members as toy manufacturers.57 An industry notorious for its boom and bust cycle resulting from low margins and a seasonal market failed to respond to tariff inducements. Rates reached thirty-five percent ad valorem on children’s toys in the 1880s. Yet importing toys from efficient and cost effective manufacturers elsewhere in the world proved a more practical way to satisfy toy demand than attempts to establish toy manufacturing in Canada.

Up to 1890, the United States toy industry provided a high degree of competition to German imports. By 1895, however, it had become clear that Germany was emerging as the dominant player in the Canadian toy trade (Figure 1). By the closing decade of the nineteenth century, German imports accounted for around half of the toys brought into Canada between 1890 and 1914, capturing market share from American and British manufacturers. As the Globe declared in its assessment of the Dominion Navigation Returns for 1900, “Germany furnishes us with the bulk of our toys and dolls, with the United States a poor second.”58

Germany’s domination of the toy industry initially held a certain exotic interest for Canadian consumers. There was a tendency to invest German-made toys with the class, and I would add racially, based antimodern narratives of what Ian McKay has called “the folk”. By the folk, McKay is referring to the process by which “urban cultural producers…constructed the Folk of the countryside as the romantic antithesis to everything they disliked about modern, urban and industrial life.”59 McKay is explicit in his claim that this was an international

57. [List of Members of the CMA]. Industrial Canada, June 1908, 967.
59. Ian Mckay, Quest of the Folk: Antimodernism and Cultural Selection in Twentieth
phenomenon rooted in antimodernism. It is clear that certain elements of
maritimes folk culture McKay describes, like tartanism for instance,
relied heavily on ethnic and gender essentialism as well. The romantic
interest in, and later condemnation of, German toy production drew on
similar antimodern assumptions about class, ethnicity and gender. In its
simplest formulation women and children’s labour in toy production was
coded as antimodern while the labour of men in factories was identified
as modern. Those who envisioned German toy production as an
antimodern industry offered both positive and negative assessments of
German toy making along these lines.

Figure 1 – Canadian Toy Market Share by Country of Import

According to the Journal of Education for the Province of Ontario
“toys for the million were peculiar to the age…the chief seat of their
manufacture is in the dense woods of Germany.” From Germany flowed
not only cheap toys “sold at a profit for a penny” but also “some of the
best modeled toys in the world”.60 Even as late as 1912 Maclean’s was
celebrating the “old-time fairy story” of the Leipzig toy fair, and the
generations upon generations who have continued to make children’s
playthings in Germany’s “toy towns”.61 Yet some articles made the case

60. “Children’s Toys – Where they are Chiefly Made,” *Journal of Education, Province of
Ontario*, Sept. 1872, 139.
that German dominance was ensured by the use of the labour of women and children in the production of toys. Commentators highlighted the organization of labour in the German toy industry into a hybrid system featuring elements of both the cottage industry as well as newer industrial methods. German toy production was situated within narratives of antimodern exoticism and social backwardness. The organization of production became the basis for articulations of ethnic difference and superiority.

Many writers felt that the dominant position of the German toy industry was the result of its origins and persistence as a “medieval” industry that deployed “domestic” labour, namely women and children, in an organization like the early modern putting out system. This could be contrasted, positively or negatively, with toys produced in other countries, like France, whose materials may have been “mere scraps” but whose labour was allegedly done by men in modern factories. The Montreal Gazette saw the particular organization of German toy production as a source of wonder and interest, but also as one of social primitiveness:

[B]ack among the hills in some remote part of Germany there are families…it is said by travelers…whose members have done nothing else for the last three or four generations…the father, mother and sons may all be engaged in the one occupation and know no other handicraft…through years of practice and labor they become…proficient as artisans.

Despite the seeming respect for the “timelessness” of German toy production, it was the questionable use of cheap, rural and non-adult male labour, according to the Gazette, that kept Canadian producers from being competitive with German manufacturers.

As tensions between Britain and its empire and the German Reich deepened after 1910, commentary became more explicitly anti-German. The presumed use of child labour in German toy production became a particular source of outrage and condemnation for critics. The antimodernism attached to German production was emphasized less and less as a positive characteristic. A member of the American Consumer League, Florence Kelly, was invited in November of 1913 to the Margaret Eaton School to give a talk on exactly this issue. According to Kelly, Canadian mothers should refuse German toys unless they can be sure they were not made with child labour as “it was a well-known fact
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that children of 3 years of age assisted in the making of [German] toys for the foreign markets.”66 Ultimately, even toy retailers would cease to defend German toys. In 1912, Henry Morgan Co. boasted, “Germany has contributed not more wonderful toys than these.” A year later, the tone of the toy seller was decidedly less celebratory regarding the presence of German goods: “Only by importing in big consignments direct from German and French makers have we been able to obtain better values.”67

According to David Hamlin’s study of toy production and consumption in Germany, Canadian understandings of German toy manufacturing were an oversimplification of a complex production network.68 The German toy industry responded to the rise of a global mass market in the three decades prior to the First World War by developing “extremely heterogeneous ways of fabricating toys.”69 While areas like Nuremberg that specialized in metal toys expanded the use of machinery and built ever-larger mechanized factories, areas like Sonneberg that specialized in dolls saw the expansion of independent producers working under a system of contract labour and semi-industrial divisions of toy component production.70 Meanwhile the wooden toy producing area of Erzegebirge simply worked harder for longer hours and less pay in order to meet increased toy demand and falling prices for their wares.71 In Sonneberg and Erzegebirge where labour predominantly happened in homes and involved the efforts of multiple family members, the exploitation of women’s and children’s labour presumably increased in the face of increased competition and significantly reduced prices for their goods. However, in Nuremberg production increasingly occurred in a factory setting. While only partially correct, Canadian understandings of German toy production demonstrate how antimodern nostalgia in the form of the folk was easily co-opted to service a discourse of ethnic superiority and imperial jingoism that self-consciously portrayed itself as the modern foil to an antimodern and exploitive system of production.

Shifts in popular understandings of German toy production were reflective of the tensions inherent in the concept of the folk and its connection to projects aimed at modernizing antimodern subjects and lifeways. When the toy supply of all Canadian children was suddenly threatened at the outbreak of the First World War, the social fissures highlighted by modernizing efforts targeted at marginal child consumers
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formed the basis for the conflict between craft and industrial toy production.

A ban on German toy imports following the declaration of war in 1914 placed upward pressure on prices for toy consumers across Canada. Retailers, women and children French and English alike faced a singular challenge, as their principle source of toys became unavailable overnight. Newspapers were quick to sound the alarm about the impending “toy famine.” The Montreal Daily Mail lamented that “Santa Clause will have to get along with native products this year…”72 The Saskatoon Phoenix was more sullen, wondering if “the war put Santa Claus out of business?”73 This was not merely a Canadian concern. According to the Department of Trade and Commerce “As is the case nearly all over the world, the Germans to a large extent control the market for toys in the British overseas Dominions.”74 Indeed, it seemed to many that the world supply of toys for Christmas 1914 was in question.75

If newspapers and government officials were concerned about where toys would come from, Canadian retailers were positively panicked. Numerous department stores tried to find a speedy replacement for German toys in the form of Japanese imports. Several Canadian mass retailers sent buyers to Japan, with German samples in tow, to see if they could procure suitable imitations for the lost German supplies at comparably low prices. In one instance, an unidentified Western Canadian department store sent over 8000 samples to Yokohama in 1914 in order to have imitations produced.76

Japan had emerged as an important minor player in the Canadian market in the opening decade and a half of the twentieth century. In some cases, Japanese production was a welcome addition to the toy supplies of Canada and the rest of the British Empire at the outbreak of the war. However, there was also a great deal of dismissal of Japanese toys and toy manufacturers on largely racist grounds, limiting Japanese market share in Canada. While ethnically non-white dolls may have made an exotic addition to doll collections before the war by offering the opportunity to act out imperial fantasies of possession, the case of dolls produced in Japan to look “white” during the war was a different matter.

73. “Toy Famine May Come as Result of German War,” Saskatoon Phoenix, 10 Aug 1914, 3.
As the Canadian Trade Commissioner for Australia was intent to point out in 1915, “Some Japanese dolls are quite good, but the dolls having black hair and eyes, do not appeal to white children, not having the complexion of their own race.”77 A year later, a British consular communiqué reprinted in the Department of Trade and Commerce Weekly Bulletin was even less enthusiastic about Japanese toys:

The Japanese point of view differs so radically from that of the British child that it is extremely difficult, almost impossible, for a Japanese toy designer to originate anything suitable for the British trade… Wherever these [doll] features require “touching up” by hand, the Japanese instinct or ideal of slanting eye-brows, greenish eyes, and “rosy” cheeks in the wrong place unfortunately mar the result…their efforts to meet “foreign” taste results in productions which are certainly foreign to any sublunary race.78

Thus, as the instance of Japan highlights, claims regarding the inferiority of non-western toys had a major impact on the response to the toy famine. Much as German production faced increased criticism because of certain features deemed antimodern by critics, the very fact of Japanese producers’ racial status as non-white made it impossible for consumers to accept their toys as substitute goods. While the sentiment that Japan would never be able to replace German manufacturing on its own was pronounced within the toy trade, Japan was still understood as an important source for cheap toys, “driving out” German goods of comparable “low quality.”79 Despite this denigration of Japanese playthings in official and popular circles, its increased market share points to the important role played by Japanese toy imports during the First World War.80

The racial hierarchies of toy production, where the products destined for the “civilized” Euro-American world and its settler colonies were contrasted with the “uncivilized” playthings manufactured and used by non-whites, ultimately acted as a justification for the creation of an indigenous toy manufacturing industry in Canada. Total imports actually declined during the early years of the First World War, only recovering in 1918 due to limited supply.81 The Department of Trade and Commerce
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included in its *Weekly Bulletin* for 31 July 1916 a supplement titled “Toy Making in Canada” which pointed out that the Canadian market required over 1 million dollars in toys to satisfy demand. Imports for 1915 and 1916 fell well below this mark, generating upward pressure on prices.\(^8\) Thus, the Canadian government and the business community worked diligently throughout the war to establish a Canadian toy industry that would compete in the world market under the well established assumption that mass produced toys were the answer to the problem of insufficient supply.

*Figure 2 – Percentage of Total Toy Imports by Country of Origin*


Government, business and media boosterism of the toy industry was framed both in terms of the necessity of satisfying children’s consumer desire, combating child labor and as a patriotic effort designed to win the war.\(^8\) Part four of the *Toronto Globe* series on new industries in Canada focused on the toy industry, declaring that “Canadian Santa Claus has lost his “Made-in-Germany” sack…His new sacks will be labeled “Made-in-Canada” in big letters…the new Canadian toys for Canadian children are made by adult labor, under proper conditions.”\(^8\) According
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to the *Victoria Daily Times*, “the point is that Canada hopes never again to require anything in the way of toys from Germany.”

For the *Monetary Times*, the success of the German toy industry could not be divorced from the workers it employed “over half of whom are women and girls,” a method, the magazine claimed, that Canadian manufacturers would not adopt.

The Department of Trade and Commerce was busy as early as 1908 finding export opportunities for the small number of Canadian toy manufacturers then present in the Dominion. In 1914, its efforts went into overdrive. Long serving Minister of Trade and Commerce Sir George W. Foster, a Conservative who had first cut his teeth in the Trade and Commerce portfolio in the 1890s, and his Deputy Minister and former trade commissioner to Jamaica, Watson Griffin along with a cadre of trade commissioners led the public push in support of the fledgling Canadian toy industry.

One of the major efforts undertaken in this direction was the organization of toy exhibitions beginning in 1916. The first of these was the Toy Exhibition and Conference held in the Royal Bank Building at the corner of Yonge and King in Toronto. According to the Department of Trade and Commerce “the object of this exhibition is to show the style of toys formerly imported into Canada and the toys now being made in Canada, and to stimulate Canadian manufacture of the same…” The Conference portion, which commenced the day after the exhibition on the 28 March 1916, was chaired by George Foster and was designed to provide networking opportunities between Canadian toy manufacturers, retailers and wholesalers and all other manner of “practical toy men.”

Indeed, the dominance of male decision makers in government and industrial production became a significant feature of the toy industry. While almost no government or business records survive documenting the toy exhibition and conference, the events received national press coverage. The *Monetary Times* thought the Exhibition and Conference “proved very successful…toy buyers from all quarters the world will find it advantageous to visit Canada once a year to order Canadian toys as they formerly visited Germany.” One of the more significant outcomes was the organization of what a few months later would become the
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Canadian Toy Manufacturers Association (CTMA) by the 40 or so toy manufacturers and toy buyers.\textsuperscript{91} The creation of a lobby group for the toy industry came at the direct encouragement of George Foster, who declared to the conference participants “if you want to have the Department of Trade and Commerce help you, you must put yourselves in the form of a permanent organization.”\textsuperscript{92} Though officially allied with the Canadian Manufacturers’ Association, the committee that a few months later would become the CTMA was technicall an autonomous organization designed to “promote the production of toys for home and foreign consumption and for the holding of an annual toy fair.”\textsuperscript{93}

Though happy to wrap themselves in the flag for the purpose of business, it is clear that some of the manufacturers were far less comfortable with the anti-German propaganda being disseminated regarding the toy industry, in particular as it applied to child labour. In truth, there was nothing particularly German about the use of cheaper child labour to produce toys. Thus, many in the toy business attempted to normalize the use of child labour despite its use by the media and others to justify the support of domestic toy manufacturing. As P.R. O’Neill’s “unusually interesting” speech stated “There is an exaggerated idea in Canada in regard to the extent to which Germany employs child labor.”\textsuperscript{94}

While O’Neill conceded that it was used “to a limited extent” he also made the case that this was not unique to Germany, as on his last trip to Britain he encountered factories where toys were being made by children after school hours.\textsuperscript{95} According to O’Neill, Canadian children would do well to work two hours after school making toys like their British counterparts as “it would train their eyes and their hands and they would be better men and women afterwards.”\textsuperscript{96} According to O’Neil, his own son’s work making toy “aeroplanes” provided the anecdotal evidence of the advantages of a little productive labour over spending all ones time in “idle play.”\textsuperscript{97}
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While perhaps not so bold as to defend German toy production, interviews conducted with various toy manufacturers demonstrate the importance manufacturers placed on children’s involvement both in manufacturing and in providing feedback on the quality and desirability of the toys they produced. Ralph Connable, General Manager of Woolworth Canada felt that providing women and children with money for doll manufacturing conducted in their homes would be a good way to stimulate toy production in Canada.  

Two years after the conference, Mr. Wildman, proprietor of the Beaverton Toy Works, while swearing off child labour to “maintain the race that won at Vimmy” conceded that the firm relied on “getting hints from children” on which toys appealed to them in order to improve their designs and final products. 

The nascent Canadian toy industry placed children as actors in their own right at the symbolic centre of their business as the consumer, possible labourers, and product testers whose contributions were central to solving the current toy shortage and guarding against any future supply issues. Though an annual Toy Fair had been decided upon, the CTMA and the Department of Trade and Commerce would wait only a few short months, before the next toy exhibition, this time held as part of the Canadian National Exhibition in August of 1916. The CNE exhibit was designed to be larger and for a different audience. The Canadian public, more than “toy-men,” were the target of the CNE exhibition in order to promote Canadian toys directly to consumers. 

By 1917 there was a growing confidence in the Canadian toy industry. Victoria celebrated the successful attraction of new toy manufacturers. Canadian dolls and rocking horses were declared a success in several markets. Others claimed the Canadian toy industry was “stabilized”. For industry, the Canadian state and their supporters, ending the toy famine was only possible through the creation of a modern toy industry using modern technological methods. Yet, as the sometimes strange...
commentary of the toy manufacturers indicates, this boundary between what was modern – large industrial factories – and what had previously been deemed antimodern – the use of women and children in toy production – was not clear cut. In particular, the toy manufacturer’s representations of children as a commercially-savvy, able-bodied source of labour and commercially relevant information contrasted with the persona of the marginal child consumer and their need for proper conditioning. Naturally, this raised the possibility of conflict between those who favoured responding to the toy famine through means more closely associated with the world of philanthropy and the emerging Canadian toy industry.

Women philanthropists, craft producers and feminist groups offered an altogether different solution to the toy famine. They blended the modernizing objectives of philanthropy with the antimodern romanticism of craft toy production. Drawing on their experience with the marginal child consumer before the war, craft producers and women’s groups organized local exhibitions of toys in cities across Canada, including Montreal, Vancouver, Victoria, Edmonton and Halifax. Though designed to encourage the growth of Canadian toy production, these local exhibitions were of a markedly different character than the National Exhibition. These local efforts placed an emphasis on handicraft toys and worked to promote them to Canadian consumers. The Canadian Handicraft Guild, centred in Montreal, and other women’s organizations across the country took a leadership roll in offering an alternative organization of the Canadian toy industry through antimodernist folk production and philanthropic distribution. Drawing on their previous experience in the social and moral reform movements from the preceding decades, women’s organizations preferred the “workshop” or “home” to the capitalist divisions of labour prevalent in the “factory”.

Beginning in 1914 and continuing throughout the war, several stories and columns in Canadian publications encouraged women to become involved in toy production as a handicraft rather than as a mass produced commodity. Janet Brooks, writing for the Montreal Daily Mail in 1914 claimed that “One of the first things that suggests itself as work for
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women is toy making. The season is opportune and the distraction of
toyland for many weary months offers an opportunity that will not occur
again for at least a generation...Toy making is easy: It is suited to
women.”107 The Toronto World claimed that women who “otherwise
would have been in distress and want are happily engaged in making soft
toys.”108 Similarly, an article from Saturday Night by Leslie Horner,
published four years latter, endorsed women’s work in the toy trade and
in particular the high quality of their craft produced toys.109

Thus, while women’s labour in Germany was still questionable, the
participation of Canadian women in craft production was generally
endorsed as part of the solution to the toy famine. Women’s groups, in
adapting their own experience in philanthropic distribution to the issue of
production, advocated the use of disabled soldiers as possible craft toy
producers. This surprising fusion of modern philanthropy and antimodern
craft production is only intelligible in the context of their experience
constructing and assisting the marginal child consumer through similar
means. The Canadian Handicrafts Guild (CHG) as well as organizations
like the Khaki League (KL) and the Quebec Home Workers’ Patriotic
Toy Industry Committee (QHWPTIC), all operated at this juncture
largely by middle and upper class women, encouraged the employment of
returned soldiers in the production of craft toys.110 Begun by Mrs.
Lorenzo Evans, the QHWPTIC worked throughout the war, creating craft
toys using the labour of disabled soldiers and put on exhibitions of these
toys in Quebec City at the Chateau Frontenac and other venues.111 The
craft toys also went on tour to exhibits in Montreal and Toronto.112 By
1917, their toys were being exported to the United States as well as being
consumed locally and Mrs. Evans had also established a similar
organization in the Bahamas while vacationing there in late 1916.113

Similarly, the KL workshop was busy turning out Noah’s Arks and
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other Christmas toys by 1917 using the labour of returned soldiers.\textsuperscript{114} By December, they claimed they had produced enough to meet the Christmas demand for the city.\textsuperscript{115} The toys made by these soldiers were often described in positive terms such as “practical and ornamental.”\textsuperscript{116} The St. Jean Baptiste Society sponsored a show of toys produced by wounded and sick soldiers recovering in France, which included model tanks and appliances.\textsuperscript{117} In the promotion of these craft toys, individuals like Ms. Evans hit on the themes of patriotism, thrift and philanthropy: “It behooves every patriotic and loyal Quebecker to encourage their home industry and buy Quebec made toys [as] they are unique in their way, and they are at the same time inexpensive.”

While the push for craft toys produced by the labour of women, the disabled, or the unemployed was centred in Montreal it enjoyed influence in other parts of the country. In the organization of the Victoria Toy Exhibition, women’s groups took a very active roll, bringing the idea to the Chamber of Commerce and assisting in the organization of a conference, which included toy manufacturers as well as craft toy makers.\textsuperscript{118} In Toronto the unemployed were set up making craft toys for philanthropic distribution by the Walmer Road Baptist Church and Industrial Toy Association starting in 1914.\textsuperscript{119} In Edmonton, the Suffrage League suggested that idle carpenters be redirected towards producing toys for the Christmas trade and were able to get the Hudson’s Bay Company and Pryce Jones to agree to purchase the local production.\textsuperscript{120} German POWs held at Hearst in Northern Ontario were even put to work manufacturing mechanical toys for the Canadian market as part of their punishment and rehabilitation.\textsuperscript{121} In some instances, promoting toys that were produced by such deserving labour as disabled or wounded soldiers became a selling point for local retailers.\textsuperscript{122}

Women’s organizations also inserted themselves into the question of a national toy industry in the area of distribution and consumption. The war led to a significant rise in prices for toys. Consequently, the number of
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children for whom toys were suddenly out of reach through purchase may have increased. In many cases the charitable activities of organizations charged with providing marginal children with toys before the war simply expanded to include the children of soldiers in their annual distributions at teas, orphanages and other gatherings.\(^{123}\)

Along with creating the craft toy industry and ensuring that needy children were provided with toys, Canadian women and their organizations also made it a point to flex their muscles as consumers. They challenged toy manufacturers to produce toys that lived up to their standards as “the chief purchasers of toys.”\(^{124}\) At the Meeting of the Local Committee of the Women of Toronto, a resolution was passed immediately after the conclusion of the first toy conference on the matter of what women expected of this new industry. The resolution grew out of consumer and child labour activism undertaken by the Canadian National Committee of Women (CNCW) and other groups in previous years. As Betina Liverant has argued, consumer activism on the part of women in the decade before the war centred on price inflation.\(^{125}\) Lobbying efforts led to two government investigations into the cost of living as well as the collection of the first systematic statistics on the changing price of goods.\(^{126}\) In a related fashion resolutions had been passed in opposition to child labour and the need to identify good when manufacture in Canada in the years prior to the toy conference.\(^{127}\) The resolution on toys drew from all three sources and its timing coincided with inflation in toy prices. While explicit ties were made to the earlier “Made-in-Canada” resolution and there is a claim to unwavering support for the emergent industry “due to the fact that in this country child labour is not used” the resolution itself sets out clear guidelines for manufacturers of toys to follow.\(^{128}\) According to the text, toys had to be “durable, artistic and otherwise satisfactory to child nature...[and] that Canadian artists be


\(^{126}\) Ibid.


employed in the work of designing Canadian toys.” It also included advice to retailers that they create a special department for made in Canada toys. The resolution also took issue with toy wholesalers and retailers who imported Japanese toys, stating that “the importers of toys from countries of the Allies…[should] purchase only those toys used in the respective countries – not those made there especially in accordance with the ideas prevailing there as to what foreign trade demands.” It didn’t take long for women’s groups in other parts of the Dominion, including Alberta, British Columbia and Quebec to endorse the resolution as well.

The resolution clearly demonstrates women asserting authority in the toy industry as consumer activists intent on securing products that met their needs, but also as major advocates and regulators of children’s involvement in consumption. Their demand that toys must “appeal to child nature” clearly indicates a partial emphasis on how children would use these toys under the supervision of adults.

Though the toy manufacturing industry established by business concerns and the federal government and the craft toy industry established largely through the work of women’s organizations maintained a formal cordiality towards one another and clearly offered a collective response to the toy famine, there were sites of tension between these models. In a Saturday Night article on the British toy industry, the parallels with Canadian developments were clear. The article claimed that the wholesale trade was in chaos in part because “the idea seemed to prevail that any kind of labor, however unskilled or unsuitable, could be switched on to produce playthings…[because] all the philanthropic sentiment in the country seemed to be bent on starting toy making industries…doomed to failure” while proper toy factories ultimately survived and flourished. Certainly this article about the “British” toy industry was designed to apply to developments in the Canadian context.

In contrast, there were many women columnists and journalists who praised the handicraft toy as superior to the manufactured toy. If the Folk was no longer evident to Canadians in the German industry, it had easily found a new home in the support of craft toy production. Janet Brooks, a columnist with the Montreal Daily Mail wrote a series of opinion pieces singing the praises of the craft toy industry and warning against the toy manufacturing industry. Brooks supported the use of women and disabled
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soldiers as a source of labour for producing craft toys.\textsuperscript{133} For instance, she declared that the attempt to start a Canadian toy industry was worth celebrating because it “appealed to quiet home loving people.”\textsuperscript{134} It was her opinion that it was not the mechanical toys or the newest inventions that children enjoyed playing with. Instead, “the toys that are really best beloved by children are the hand-made ones of wood and rudely colored.”\textsuperscript{135} Indeed, the use of simple paints and organic materials, like wood, seemed indicative of the craft-produced toy’s potential to satisfy consumer desire.

In 1916, writing about the planned toy fair at the CNE, Brooks attacked Japanese toys on grounds that imported toys “have no national significance”, as well as manufactured toys, stating:

> Of late years commercialism has dragged itself over everything, toys included, and whereas, it was formerly the case that a nation’s toys reflected its artistic leanings, its ingenuity and above all its ability to think back to childhood…expediency and a desire to coax the dollars to the home…have spoiled even the children’s [toy]. It makes as great a difference in the child’s character to play with a frankly commercial toy as it does to form habits of deceit and to practice dishonesty.\textsuperscript{136}

In contrast to the heady pronouncements of business, the government and certain journalists, Brooks 1917 article “Toy Making not Well Developed” took aim at the inability of large toy manufacturers to produce cost effective goods in sufficient quantities for home consumption, let alone export.\textsuperscript{137} Indeed even amongst those sympathetic to the nascent toy industry, the quality of production did not necessarily lead to better value for consumers.\textsuperscript{138}

In his survey of a similar debate in Wilhelmine Germany, Bryan Ganaway has argued that at the centre of conflicts between factory and artisanal toys was a profound disagreement over the relationship of technology to middle class values.\textsuperscript{139} The Canadian debate demonstrates similar trends, yet the role of ideas about marginal child consumers in shaping middle and upper class responses to the toy famine suggests a
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more complex picture characterized by the collision of divergent accounts of the consuming child.

Contrary to popular hopes, the end of the war did not wipe Germany off the map, allowing new entrants like Canada to dominate the world’s toy markets. Rather, this was just the beginning of a German resurgence and the ultimate decline of Canadian production, as indigenous firms were reduced to minor finishing work on American and European imports. By the mid-twenties, many of the toy manufacturers that celebrated their founding in 1914, would be long defunct.

The so-called “toy famine” of the First World War rendered what had previously been a problem associated with marginal child consumers, either by virtue of their class or racial status, into a problem of supply shortage for all children in the Dominion. The Canadian government and the toy manufacturers were central to the establishment and promotion of Canadian toy manufacturing as a modern industry during the First World War central to creating a modern Dominion following hostilities. This industrial capitalist model of toy production and distribution as a response to shortage was at first complimented, and later challenged, by production and distribution models centered on the fusion of craft production and philanthropy, largely under the control of middle and upper class women. Drawing on modern and antimodern ideas alike, this later model was in many respects a continuation and intensification of philanthropic efforts established in the late nineteenth century to “save” poor, non-white and institutionalized children. It is important to note that while these two groups offered sometimes competing models, they in many ways shared a similar logic: the need to promote, regulate and ultimately satisfy the desire of child consumers through the provisioning of “good” toys. Rather than a radical alternative to industrial capitalism, the model of craft production and philanthropic distribution is another example of what Joy Parr has called the “briskly accommodating resistance,” characteristic of the consumer and social activism of women around commodities and consumer technologies.

of women during the toy famine was made possible by the authority they claimed to speak on behalf of children through the commercial personae of the marginal child consumer: a discursive construct they helped to create in the first place and ultimately expanded during the toy famine to include their own middle class offspring. In this way the response to the shortages in supply that resulted from Canada’s mobilization for total war had profound implications for understandings of children’s consumption across class and racial divides. In the end, the toy famine of the First World War demonstrates the complex tensions that often result from changes in industrial methods and technologies, in particular around discourses of modernism and antimodernism and the racial, classist and gendered assumption they rely on.